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Abstract

Newman University embraces partnership work according to the principles of a pedagogy of partnership, evidenced through development of Student Academic Partnership, Student Research Partnership and Student Community Partnership projects.

Driving enhancement of digital literacy in its graduates, the Youth and Community Work programme embraced the open source e-portfolio platform Mahara for use on study skills and placement modules. Staff, however, became aware of the difficulties encountered by students using Mahara and embarked on an initial ‘Student Academic Partnership’ project to unmask these and inform teaching development. This was subsequently followed by a ‘Student Research Partnership’ project that investigated specific difficulties for students with dyslexia.

The projects found that students valued peer-to-peer support rather than online support resources, and uncovered a variety of navigational issues that reinforces a sense of failure (Nosek, 1997), hindering progress and ultimately limiting opportunities for students creatively to express knowledge and understanding of a given subject.

Newman University and Student Formation

Newman University is a Catholic university and, as noted in the 2016/17 Access Agreement (p 1), continues to exceed benchmarks for recruiting students from under-represented groups. The University directs research towards a demonstrable impact on society, whilst making higher education accessible to members of minority groups customarily deprived of it, and aims to achieve this through promoting student formation, defined as:

- education for a reflective mind, for well-being and for human flourishing;
- within a community of intellectual enquiry, which is
- dedicated to the construction of the common good, the transformation of its members' lives and of the world they serve and engage with.

(Newman University, 2014, p. 3).

One of the ways in which student formation is embraced is through the notion of a pedagogy of partnership (Newman University, 2016) that draws from Catholic social teaching and emphasises Paulo Freire’s idea of learning through critical co-investigation, where student and tutor are ‘jointly responsible from (sic) a process in which all grow’ (Freire,1996 p. 61). Newman’s philosophy therefore seeks to build on his idea that leaders or teachers should not seek to speak to or for people but with them; furthermore, it promotes democratic engagement and co-operative working. This philosophy has more recently found favour with
the National Union of Students (NUS), as a critical response to the marketisation of higher education. Its *Manifesto for Partnership* (NUS, 2015) rejects both the market and apprenticeship models of Higher Education in favour of a model of partnership where students are neither customers of Higher Education nor passive recipients of it. Instead, they are active partners in the life and learning of the University and partnership in this sense is the goal of student engagement. Alongside the NUS, the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) has embraced the concept of partnership in its element of the Quality Code on student engagement, stating that ‘Partnership working is based on the values of: openness; trust and honesty; agreed shared goals and values; and regular communication between the partners’ (QAA, 2012, p. 5).

Influenced by Freire, the NUS and the QAA, Newman University thus characterises the *pedagogy of partnership* as:

- building from a shared hope [How can we improve our understanding and action?];
- establishing a dream of transformation [What is the best we can be?];
- promoting respectful dialogue [hearing under-represented voices] about our lived experience and espoused values;
- involving co-investigation and shared reflection through problem-posing, curiosity, rational exploration and creativity;
- seeking the co-construction of solutions aimed at a better way of being;
- an ongoing, transformative and collaborative process of being and becoming.

(Newman, University, 2016)

Evidence of this philosophy can be seen in the development over the last three years of Student Academic Partnership, Student Research Partnership and Student Community Partnership projects at the University. These wide-ranging projects have enabled staff to work with students to further their own understanding of student experience and thereby to enhance their teaching practice.

**Promoting digital literacy in Youth and Community Work**

For many years now, a fundamental element of all undergraduate degree programmes at Newman University has been a compulsory accredited work placement, either integrated in blocks throughout each level of study or completed as a specific module at level five. Historically, the traditional (and often lengthy) paper-based portfolio assessment was used; however, this was replaced on a select number of programmes with the open source e-portfolio platform, Mahara. There has more recently been an institutional drive towards utilising Mahara on all work placement elements across the institution. This was seen as affording student flexibility and creativity through promoting use of a diverse range of media in assessment, rather than the traditional written form, potentially to bridge the ‘digital divide’ throughout the curriculum.

With the aim of improving the varying levels of digital literacy of students, Mahara was piloted in 2013/4 within the Youth and Community Work programme and across study skills and work placement modules at levels four and five. Here, students were asked to compile evidence from study skills development activities and their work placements across the year(s). One of the benefits of Mahara is that a ‘secret URL’ can be shared with others,
allowing them to access student-selected and built resources contained within a specific page. This was envisaged as providing the opportunity for students to develop a digital CV in order to enhance their postgraduate employment prospects; it remains especially pertinent for Youth and Community Work students who need to be ‘reflexive’ practitioners. Part of all the modules utilising Mahara requires students to reflect on themselves continuously as they develop over the programme and during placement experiences. They thus can provide evidence for supervisors and potential employers of how they have been able to both ‘reflect-in- action’, and ‘reflect-on-action’ (Schön, 1983). This is achieved by including these reflections within a digital CV that utilises the ‘secret URL’.

As this was an accredited Youth and Community Work programme, it was necessary to consider the needs of the accrediting body (National Youth Agency), by ensuring conformity to the benchmarks of both National Occupational Standards (NOS) and Quality Assurance Agency (QAA), as well as the needs of employers. Research by Davies and Cranston (2008), funded by the NYA (UK), found that, whilst Youth Work can play an important role in supporting young people to navigate the risks and exploit the opportunities available to them through social media and digital technologies, the professionals working with them might not have access to the technology themselves, nor the skills or knowledge base to perform this important informal educational role. Ensuring that Youth and Community Work graduates are digitally versatile therefore underpins the drive to make use of Mahara within the programme.

Despite using Mahara to increase flexibility and creativity, staff became more aware of the possible perpetuation of a digital divide caused by the digitisation of learning in Higher Education: the marginalisation of those with limited access to ICT for linguistic, social, educational, economic or geographical reasons (Selwyn and Facer, 2007). Indeed, following the first semester pilot in 2013/14, it was noted that students with dyslexia in particular, some 50% of the programme’s cohort, struggled to access and use Mahara effectively. Research maintains that students with dyslexia derive particular benefit from the use of assistive technology, because it can help with organisational difficulties, improve access to text and facilitate engagement with curriculum (Mortimore and Crozier, 2006, p. 246; Phayer, 2010, p. 29; Eide and Eide, 2011, p.182; Gregg and Banerjee, 2009, p. 271). However, studies also argue that assistive technologies alone cannot overcome barriers to accessing, engaging with and organising information for higher education students with dyslexia, as such other barriers as expectations and training requirements may restrict levels of engagement (Hanafin et al, 2007, p. 441).

These difficulties may be exacerbated by a lack of confidence with new technologies or the requirement to engage with technology in a more integrative way, which can in turn have impact on academic performance and engagement (Pino and Mortari, 2014, p. 347). Furthermore, despite their recognisable reasoning strengths, information overload for university students with dyslexia may present them with significant challenge in differentiating and prioritising the information they learn (Bacon and Handley, 2014, p. 341) as a consequence of difficulties within the cognitive domain of working memory (Pickering, 2012, p.11; Pickering, 2005, p.139; Velluntino and Fletcher, 2005, p. 367). Thus, these underlying cognitive difficulties compound their ability to access and consistently engage with assessments based within an e-portfolio environment. However, Hughes et al (2010, p. 59) argue that institutional use of Mahara as an alternative assessment tool could be refined,
through personalisation opportunities within the e-portfolio structure, as an addition to the more experiential and systematic interventions for university students accessing dyslexia support. Thus, it became apparent that teaching and support staff needed to understand the specific barriers for such students at Newman University, to enable their successful and continuing use of the technology.

**Using Critical Pedagogical and Andragogical approaches to learning**

The foundation of the teaching context within the Youth and Community Work team is a Critical Pedagogical approach, placing transformative learning and education at the centre of the students’ experience (Brookfield, 2003). This is in part owing to the educational role that they themselves will take as practitioners during and beyond their time within Higher Education. As the programme is practically applied, assessments also need to be practical and embedded in the students’ current and future work as Youth and Community Workers. Students draw on the notion of ‘engaged pedagogy’ which requires praxis: the integration of theory and practice (hooks, 1994; 2003).

Whilst there are various competency-based benchmarks as previously mentioned, National Occupational Standards (NOS) and Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) may, in part, provide some guidance on enabling students to develop into reflexive practitioners. Threshold concepts (Meyer and Land, 2005; 2006) are used to help students navigate from a basic, compartmentalised understanding to one that is ‘foundational, coherent and integrative, permeating the acquisition of new knowledge and ideas’ (Meyer and Land: 2006b). Using Mahara as an assessment tool supports students to be creative in how they demonstrate their theory and practice, so that they can align the professional competencies, threshold concepts and skills that Richardson’s (2013) model of ‘measuring the immeasurable’ notes as harder to assess, yet more important for students in a networked world.

Despite prior educational barriers to learning, students opt in to Dyslexia Support at Newman University. These decisions are typically informed by students’ relatively new identity of dyslexia and the desire to drive their learning forward. Approaches to facilitate higher learning are predicated upon an andragogical stance, which assumes that the students’ impetus to pursue university studies is informed by:

- the view that students have decided they need to know more about a self-selected topic of study;
- the learner has established a concept of self; the ability to overcome prior educational experiences;
- a readiness to learn;
- a “life-centred” approach to progressing in response to educational engagement;
- individual motivational factors;
- recognition of individual strengths contributing to resilience and motivation.

(Knowles, 1990, pp.57-63; Hunter-Carsch and Herrington, 2001)

By recognising and developing known strengths, rather than reinforcing prior negative experiences, students with dyslexia at Newman are able to engage in independent learning. They determine their own objectives and evaluate their academic development effectively within a support context in order to build additional strategies to complement or tweak

Thus, the use of the Student Academic Partnership and Student Research Partnership initiative fits with the ethos of the approaches outlined above.

**Students in Partnership: Implementation**

In semester two of 2013/14, a Student Academic Partnership project within Youth and Community Work commenced. This sought to investigate the barriers to using Mahara, with the intention of using the findings to underpin future developments. Subsequently, an institution-wide Student Research Partnership project built on the original Student Academic Partnership, but specifically focused on the barriers and needs of students with dyslexia.

The first Student Academic Partnership project focused on the generic experience of using Mahara for all students on the Youth and Community Work programme. Students who had initially found Mahara difficult to navigate and yet had come to value its use were approached to take part; one level five student was keenly interested and signed up to the partnership. They in turn recruited two further students, who created their own informal space in order to talk to other students and seek information about their concerns regarding use of Mahara. Initially, ‘Whatsapp’ was used to communicate questions the Youth and Community students had identified as an issue, and many students voiced their concerns in this way. Some students also took it upon themselves to provide one-to-one support to others who acknowledged that they would benefit from additional help.

Students reported that they were uncertain about where to access help when using Mahara, the position of the ‘Help Page’ being considered *unhelpful* and not the first place they sought assistance. Students also felt less confident in using support from the online forum and indicated a preference for peer-to-peer support. Interestingly, the student partners themselves became informal mentors to other students through tacit learning support. This created an awareness of the benefits extra support for students would bring. What became clear from the discussions between students was that those with dyslexia were reporting greater difficulty in using Mahara.

In response to this initial project, the e-learning department at Newman University minimised specific Mahara features which students found problematic and streamlined the Help section so that it was more user-friendly. In addition, the approach to teaching and supporting Mahara use was adjusted to include more practice time in seminars and scheduled drop-in sessions, and student mentors were recruited to support students using Mahara for the first time.

Following the initial Student Academic Partnership, a Student Research Partnership project emerged that sought to investigate the particular barriers to using Mahara for students with dyslexia. This involved a variety of staff working together with a student with dyslexia. The student worked in partnership on a weekly basis with a specialist dyslexia support tutor to reflect on, evaluate and engage with Mahara. This approach ensured consistency, space and time for reflection / evaluation and cooperative planning, by actively using Mahara together in order to discuss and identify barriers: these revealed challenges not only with the technology, but also with following what were perceived as complicated sequences in order...
to adapt the portfolio. Indeed, recalling sequential information, organising and prioritising it in order to engage with it frequently constitute a challenge that characterises dyslexia (Eide and Eide, 2012; Berninger, et al, 2006; BDA, 2011; Shah and Miyake, 1996; Cornoldi, De Beni and Pazzaglia, 1996). Once key difficulties were identified, a concept map outlining how to navigate and create pages within Mahara was created. The concept map acted as a visual aid to stimulate narratives within semi-structured interviews conducted with six university students with dyslexia.

**Emerging themes**

Themes emerging from the project suggest that a core barrier to using Mahara effectively is rooted in the inconsistencies in sequential memory of participants identified with dyslexia, with significant impact on navigation. This can be identified across the different levels of study as seen below:

…Its overly complex and it doesn’t need to be! It’s got loads of different links on there
…if you’re not sure of where you are looking… you looking in all the wrong places….

(Female student, Level Four)

…just dumb it down a bit better…it shouldn’t have to be that you have to upload more
…it gets confusing….

(Male student, Level Six)

…it’s a bit confusing….where’ve your files actually gone?

(Female student, Level Five)

This challenge further impacts significantly on critical engagement with the Mahara tools, as each one requires the learner to engage with a series of additional steps.

The benefits of assistive technology for students with dyslexia is well documented (Mortimore and Crozier, 2006; Phayer, 2010; Eide and Eide, 2011; Gregg and Banerjee, 2009). However, in terms of Mahara, the systems for adding new features are not consistently mapped against more familiar and more frequently used software, which causes significant accessibility issues for participants. This can be seen in the exchange between a participant and the student interviewer:

Participant: One of the additional reasons I haven’t used it…I don’t know how to use it fully for me to be able to see how my assignment is progressing. I need to do it in a Word document….

Interviewer: …something you’re already familiar with?

Participant: Yes

(Female Student, Level Six)

The teaching staff initially perceived that Mahara would enable students with dyslexia to make the most of their strengths by uploading visual and audio academic work. In addition,
within dyslexia support, students have learnt to use dictaphones to record auditory reflections and other academic work. It was anticipated that this would be used as an alternative way of demonstrating knowledge. However, there was an additional challenge in this:

…we’ve got a certain amount of storage and pictures work for me but [they] take up a lot of data space! And if you’re uploading visuals … into your memory and data space as dyslexic students, we could possibly do with more memory?

(Female student, Level Five)

Therefore, because students with dyslexia typically have strengths in visual processing, they welcome the opportunity to present their ideas in a visual way. Indeed, overcoming the auditory working memory difficulty is also supported by the use of a dictaphone to record their thoughts as they have them, thus removing the barrier of having to type thoughts out. So it is that limitations of data storage and methods of mitigating these by compressing files add a further barrier to Mahara use.

As noted previously, university students with dyslexia can suffer information overload despite recognisable reasoning strengths. The quoted comment below reflects the initial confusion of students with dyslexia when using Mahara and demonstrates the determination, reasoning strengths and resilience used as coping strategies to manage the barriers:

…Its very complicated. If you don’t know where you are going or what you’re doing! It was only through trial and error that I was actually able to achieve what I wanted to achieve from Mahara. If I wasn’t as curious as I am then I probably wouldn’t have been able to produce what I did on Mahara….

(Female student, Level Four)

These underlying cognitive difficulties compound the ability to access and consistently engage with assessments that are based within an e-portfolio environment. Consequently, the features within the Mahara menu, although many and varied in terms of allowing students to present their understanding through a variety of formats, require the recoding of icons and labels. This recoding proves to be highly inconsistent for students with dyslexia, contributing to self-doubt and disengagement with the e-portfolio. Therefore, for them, the potential creative opportunities to demonstrate knowledge and understanding are superseded by incompatible labelling, the structural make-up of the pages and the two-dimensional nature of the portfolio.


Each session within Mahara means starting the navigation process afresh in order to find the pages and the items within the pages within individual e-portfolios. This seems to lead to replication and repetition of ideas in multiple pages, with significant ensuing impact on editing requirements. Students often suggested that they should write out steps or create maps in order to navigate to previously-uploaded materials. Furthermore, the additional time investment required to begin each page for each portfolio means that students have to reacquaint themselves with the previously imposed structure of pages before creating new
ones in order to remind themselves of their progress. Whilst there are known benefits to overlearning for students with dyslexia (Reid, 2016; Price, 2013, p. 57), the learning opportunities in engaging with the portfolio in this manner are minimal as the starting point doesn’t build further knowledge, but does, for these students, reinforce a sense of failure (Nosek, 1997) that hinders progress and limits opportunities to express creatively knowledge and understanding of a given subject. However, it must also be noted that through this process of using, discussing and reflecting on how to access and engage with Mahara, students are finding that they are developing more strategies to manage navigation. Dialogic talk supports students involved in this study to bypass some of the impact resulting from working memory inconsistencies and appears to be suggesting that resilience ultimately is driven by the struggle and the opportunity to discuss the nature of the struggle with a learning partner. Moreover, a constructive, problem-solving approach to engagement with Mahara has also, in the form of recommendations for colleagues across the institution, initiated suggestions for how to improve the portfolio structure in order to reduce barriers to learning.

**Evaluation and limitations**

A potential limitation of this study is that students without dyslexia were not involved. As a result, it is impossible to know whether or not these user experiences are disparate from neurotypical students using Mahara as an assessment tool. Nonetheless, these initial findings are contrary to the *easy fit* with an e-portfolio as an assessment tool which also facilitated independent learning opportunities expressed in Hughes *et al.*, (2011, p. 59). A number of factors may contribute to this, particularly the approaches to dialogic engagement when using the e-portfolio through forums. Furthermore, in line with Williams *et al.*, (2014, p. 622), despite the difficulties that students in this study encountered, e-portfolios as an assessment tool must not be discounted: They offer valuable means of alternative assessment for students with dyslexia because there is potential to embed a more inclusive, personalised and dialogic means of critical engagement with their subject areas. This notion is complementary to emerging themes, which suggest that there are staff development and andragogical considerations that need to be addressed in order to maximise the potential benefits of using Mahara as an assessment tool for university students with dyslexia.

**Recommendations and outputs**

Following on from completion of the Student Research Partnership project (15/16), developments at Newman University have included:

1. construction of an institutional Mahara Working group to discuss the challenges, with a view to overcoming barriers to its use;
2. internal investigations by the e-learning team at Newman into any adaptations to the software that can be made in-house;
3. dissemination of the findings and those adaptations that require external implementation shared with the software publisher as requested - a response to the initial Student Academic Partnership (13/14) project.
4. creation of two internal resources:
a. a visual resource to support use of Mahara is in production, with a view to adding this to the home page of Mahara as a learning and teaching resource for both staff and students.

b. a Mahara collection of resources produced collaboratively during the course of the research project.

In agreement with Hughes, *et al* (2010), how Newman University further develops its use of Mahara as an alternative assessment tool may be potentially refined through personalisation opportunities within the e-portfolio structure, alongside more experiential and systematic interventions for university students accessing dyslexia support.
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